Introduction
The wave propagation prediction models are very crucial in determining propagation characteristics for any arbitrary installation on the implementation of mobile radio communication system. The prediction models are required for a proper coverage planning and the determination of multipath effects as well as for interference. However, reflection, diffraction, and scattering on the building surfaces in the radio environment induce undesirable multipath propagation [3].
In the preceding research [1] [2] show that multipath propagation can be observed at many scatterers on the building surface roughness. The non-specular of arrival waves from building surface are more dominated by vertical and horizontal frames of window. The diffracted waves that correspond to Keller's law of diffraction can be investigated. The most of arrival waves have a tendency to be distributed around the angle of specular direction. However, more detail the scientific reasons to understand the propagation phenomena are still required.
This paper presents the development of simulation techniques for the estimation of non specular wave propagation characteristics on the building surface. Physical Optics (PO) approximation is performed to approximate equivalent currents and the total fields on the integration surface. Model of the rectangular microstrip array antenna was scanned spatially to detect multipath wave scattering. Superresolution method was also applied as an approach to handle the signal parameters (DOA, TOA) of the individual incoming waves scattered from building surface roughness. The experimental and simulation results of signal parameter of arrival waves are compared in order to investigate accuracy of the prediction model. 
Simulation Result
The prediction model to estimate the wave scattering on the building's surface consists of four parts. The first part is for calculating radiation panem or far field panem from the transminer antenna model. The second part is far obtaining the equivalent current on the building surface that has been discretized into smaller elements. The third part is for calculating total field of the receiver antenna. Lastly, the fourth part is for getting multipath signal using superresolution technique (ESPRIT).
The arrival wave analyses were performed at 60 observation points with an interval of 12.5 cm. . The diffracted waves from vertical and horizontal window frames are investigated in a few of scattering point at 2 to 5 meter distance between transmitter and receiver antenna. Unlike experiment result, the diffracted wave that correspond to Keller's law of diffraction and second order scattering can not be investigated. Figure 3 shows elevation an le of the arrival wave. It can be seen that the value of elevation angle is around 0 for those arrival waves coming from windows and bricks-I scatterers It implies that most of the scattered waves from building surface arrive closely from specular directions. The arrival wave from Bricks I1 scatterer can be observed in the figures. The dif€racted wave from vertical and horizontal window frames are investigated in a few scattering points. Based on these result, the signal parameter of experimental result and of simulation result have a little difference. The difference is attributed to the accuracy of element discretized in the roughness of building surface.
Conclusion
This paper presents propagation prediction model of non-specular wave scattering from building surface. The calculation method to calculate the total field of the receiver antenna consists of four parts: calculate the far field pattern of the transmitter antenna, determine the equivalent current on the building surface, calculate the total field on the receiver antenna, and finally obtain the multipath signal by applying ESPRIT. Numerical results show that the signal parameter profile is in good agreement with tbe experimental results. However, there are observed a little difference between the numerical and experimental result. The difference is attributed to the accuration of element discretized in the roughness of building surface. 
